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Advertise Wilbur Smith, defense attorney: Other than no Moringiello, the defense reargued its same case: The
defense got a major break in the second trial. The defense stopped just short of accusing Doug, the son. Was it
his son, who is 6 ft tall and lbs. Money was an issue. Had a drug habit. I was more confident in the second trial
than I was the first trial. And rememberâ€” in the first trial five jurors out of six had voted Moringiello not
guilty. The prosecutor had to get this second jury beyond reasonable doubt in a circumstantial case. The jury
deliberated for less than three hours. Among the six jurors they were a telecommunications administrator the
foreman , a small business owner, and a company manager. Where did things stand after the straw poll? Two
maybes, two yes and two no. It looked like you guys were gonna be in for a while. Could you really tell that
was his blood on the carpet? There were some questions there. This person was going to go to jail for the rest
of their lives. The defendant stood for the reading of the verdict: In the end, Don Moringiello was found gulty
of murder in the second degree. Don Moringiello, years old at the time of his conviction, received a prison
sentence of 35 years. What finally persuaded the second jury to convict, when the first jury was just one vote
short of setting him free? The fact that he was not concerned about where she was at. What about the
forensics? But if you have 29 days to clean up a crime scene it could be gone. The only people that know are
Fern and Donald Moringiello. I think that he was just fed up with her, that he really did not want to be married
to her anymore. And they were probably arguing and he just snapped and wanted to be done with her.
Moringiello insists he was wrongfully convicted and is appealing his case. And get a different opinion?
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Once, this would have been a mugging, an unfortunate reality of urban living. Instead, it was a murder. The
difference was a gun â€” wielded by a year-old who got it from a year-old. Family James Stuhlman As the
national gun-control debate continues apace, the reality on the streets of Philadelphia and other cities is that
easy access to firearms has transformed what once was called "petty crime. Families of victims and shooters
are left to resume lives forever changed. In the last two years alone, Philadelphia Police have averaged
juvenile arrests for gun possession. And of juveniles charged as adults, 85 percent used a gun in the crime.
Deputy District Attorney Angel L. But that might be a result of a law 20 years ago that enabled prosecutors to
charge as adults any juveniles accused of a serious crime, he said. The ability of young teens to obtain guns
has handed the power to kill to those with the least maturity and training to make that decision. Where the
guns came from originally is hard to know. That was the same neuroscience accepted by the U. Supreme
Court in its decision that barred giving a juvenile a mandatory sentence of life without parole for murder as a
violation of the Eighth Amendment ban on cruel and unusual punishment. The murder of James Stuhlman is
not an isolated case. In fact, two year-olds allegedly wielded the guns in three notorious killings in recent
weeks: On the evening of Oct. A preliminary hearing is scheduled for Dec. Grandzol, 38, turned them over
and asked to get his daughter, 2, out of the car. Instead, he was fatally shot in the head. The brothers are
awaiting trial for murder. LinkedIn Gerard Grandzol was killed in what police say may have been a carjacking
that turned deadly. Guns are also cheap. And if the gun is known to have been used in a murder, the buyer can
usually bargain down the price even more. The task force also initiated investigations of illegal gun transfers
in the city. The Philadelphia record, McGlynn said, is held by a gun linked in to 14 shootings over an month
period in South Philadelphia street-gang warfare. What McGlynn calls "more seasoned perpetrators," older
and with a criminal record, will ask a young teen to hold their gun because the teen likely will face less severe
consequences if caught. In October, the city ended a two-month experimental program targeting at-risk youth
in the 12th and 18th Police Districts in Southwest Philadelphia, neighborhoods with high rates of gun
violence. The program included billboards in the neighborhood featuring photos of anguished relatives of
shooting victims, or a father greeting his daughter in a prison visiting room. That was year-old Tyfine "Tavon"
Hamilton, who pleaded guilty last year to third-degree murder and was sentenced to 25 to 80 years in prison.
Philadelphia Police Department Brandon Smith, 15, left, was sentenced to 30 years to life as an accomplice in
the robbery and murder of James Stuhlman in Overbrook Park. The admitted shooter, Tyfine Hamilton, also
15, is serving 25 to 80 years in prison. He went to trial and a jury found him guilty of the more serious charge
of second-degree or felony murder. Smith, now 18, apologized to the Stuhlman family: She told Smith and his
family that he got good grades in school and yet he was the one who suggested the robbery and the need to
look for a "weak" victim. You put that on a course, your behavior, for catastrophe â€” and catastrophe
happened. Do not act surprised by that. As for the gun that killed Stuhlman, Zarallo said Zou-Rutherford told
investigators he got it from "some guy on the street. December 10, - 5:
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Edson was one of the highly respected novelists from The United Kingdom. He was fond of writing his novels
and short stories based on the escapism adventure, western, as well as the police procedural genres, writing
around novels in his career. From the year onwards, he used to reside near Melton Mowbray in Leicestershire.
All his life, author Edson was involved in writing books and novels, but gave it up completely in the year due
to his ill health. He was born in a tiny mining village located near the border of the Derbyshire County,
England, called Whitwell. Many of his ancestors used to work in the coal mines. The parents of author Edson
got married in Whitwell, after which he was born as their first kid. When his father died in the year , his
mother was left alone as a 23 year old widow. She went on to marry again when author Edson reached the age
of As a youngster, Edson used to visit the small cinemas in the towns of England very often and used to
watch escapist adventure fares. All the time when his mother used to work, he used to be busy watching one or
the other show. Eventually, he became very much obsessed with the Western and Escapist Adventure serials.
Later in his writing career, author Edson wrote in the appendices and foreword of many of his books how he
rewrote the adventure serials and the cowboy movies that he watched in the cinema. In those types of movies
and serials, author Edson was mainly intrigued by the mechanics behind card cheating, dressing and speaking
style of the Westerners, the reason behind the gun jamming of the baddies. Initially, when he started writing,
he was helped by one of his school teachers, who encouraged and assisted him to develop his writing skills. At
the age of 18, author Edson went on to join the army. He served for a period of 12 years in the British Army,
mainly as one of the Dog Trainers. During the time of his service, he used to get cooped up in the barracks for
longer periods of time and used to utilize them for reading the books of the popular escapist writers like
Nelson Nye, Edgar Rice Burroughs, Edgar Wallace, etc. Among all these, Audie Murphy was his most
favorite. During the s, author Edson took the help of a typewriter to get along with his typing and finished
writing 10 western novels by the time he retired from his service. However, he had not taken writing seriously
yet and considered it mainly as a hobby. Soon, he left the army to get married. While raising his family of a
wife and 6 children, author Edson thought of turning his hobby into a means to earn an income so that he
could support the family. He was lucky that one of his books won the second prize in a literary competition
organized by the Brown and Watson Ltd. They saw the talent in him and agreed to publish the next 46 books
of his career. The writings of author Edson also helped the company to collect a major part of their revenue.
On realizing the need for some additional income, author Edson also served as a fish shop proprietor and a
postman. As he continued to gain success as a writer, he wrote 5 short story series. During the late s, author
Edson joined the Corgi Books which helped him to forge ahead in his writing career. The collaboration also
allowed him to get exposed to a number of publishing houses in the country. It also served as an opportunity
for him to try writing different genres of books and series. In the later stages of his career, author Edson
claimed that he used to write only for money. In fact, he never rode a horse in his life and considered such
things as highly dangerous and bloody uncomfortable at both ends. Being remotely from West, author Edson
got the chance to be placed in the company of famous Western novelists like Zane Grey. Author Edson gave
much importance to accuracy historical details in his writings. He did not overburden his stories with too
much of the research work. One of the successful novel series written by author J. This series is comprised of
a total of 13 books, which were published between the years and The Dell publishers released this book in the
year Author Edson has started the novel by depicting Belle Boyd as a young beauty coming from the
Louisiana bayou. She appears to be a hard riding girl who had watched her parents getting killed by agents
coming from the North in cold blood. Now, she is desperate to take revenge and had joined the Great Cause.
Due to this, she is taken to the center of a nation, which seems to be divided in two parts. There, she gets
closer to the killers of her parents. Belle joins the a secret service and tests her wit, fighting skills, and courage
against the best agents of the Union. With the help of her daring,courage, and undercover activities, Belle
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Boyd becomes successful in spawning a legend. But, it appears that her greatest challenge of her life is lying
ahead. She is asked to go on a deadly mission behind the lines of the enemies in order to stop a highly
sophisticated weapon from getting entry into the war. It was published in by Corgi Books. Author Edson has
introduced the central characters in this book in the role of Red Blaze and Dusty Fog. At the start, Edson has
described a deadly weapon from the Yankees. It was a rifled cannon called Parrot 30 Pounder. The weapon
was 11 feet long and weighed over 4 tons. Being able to throw devastating shells more than 2 miles away, the
weapon was considered to be highly dangerous. It was purely a hell produced by the Yankees. With the help
of this Big Gun, the troops of the Union forces were planning to bombard the Rebel forces stationed along the
line of Arkansas. The Yankees were believed to be the only ones who could tot around the Big Gun. Now,
Dusty Fog is given the task of stopping the Big Gun from causing devastation. He is believed to be the only
one who has the ability and skills to put the Big Gun out of the service. And is succeeds in doing so, he will be
able to save the lives of numerous innocent soldiers near the Arkansas line. Jack Reacher is back! Family
secrets come back to haunt Reacher when he decides to visit the town his father was born in. Because when he
visits there he finds out no-one with the last name of Reacher has ever lived there. It leaves him wondering did his father ever live there? Recommendations Every 2 weeks we send out an e-mail with Book
Recommendations. Insert your e-mail below to start getting these recommendations. If you see one missing
just send me an e-mail below. Featured Author Our author of the month is Canadian author Opal Carew who
writes erotic romance novels. Opal has written over novels with multiple book series such as the Dirty Talk
series and the Abducted series. A in political science from Virginia Commonwealth University and also a
degree in Law from the University of Virginia. For nine years, he practiced law, first as a trial and then as a
corporate attorney in Washington, D.
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VC Defense, a gun shop on Friday, Nov. The horror that erupted there late Wednesday night brought out
Brandon Simone and his neighbor, Molly, who live in apartments down the street from the bar. Molly, who
asked that her last name not be used for her own safety, opened up her apartment and meager first-aid kit to
survivors suffering broken bones, open gashes and mental anguish while they awaited medical treatment.
Following that sleepless night, Simone and Molly drove together three miles down the road to VC Defense,
the only brick-and-mortar gun store in town. Simone, 35, is a single father who previously vowed never to
have a gun in the same home as his kid. Many of them expressed the same sentiment: Some were small
business-owners suddenly feeling vulnerable. Many were first-time buyers suddenly seeking weapons for
self-defense. A banker wearing business casual, designer glasses and a gold Rolex inquired about concealing a
sidearm under a tucked-in dress shirt. His own fear, he said, is being caught unprepared at a mall targeted by
another madman with a gun. If he ever found himself in a shoot-out at the mall, the banker could quickly
unholster and unload while lying on his back. The crime scene just up the Highway was still a chaotic carnival
of law enforcement and media as several helicopters buzzed overhead. A television reporter called to ask
whether he had sold Long his weapon of mass murder. Von Colln found, to his relief, that a check of his
database showed the former Marine had never been a customer. Von Colln allows customers into his small
gun shop by pushing a button which releases a heavy front gate. By noon Thursday, he could barely finish
paperwork on a previous sale or bring out a new gun for a customer to handle before having to return to the
button to let somebody else in. As new customers cycled through the store, the constant chatter-besides
general expressions of hatred for the shooter-was about the six unarmed, off-duty law enforcement officers
who were reportedly at the bar during the shooting. Their lack of weapons was a presumed consequence of a
California law barring firearms in bars. But the shooting this week drove home a creeping feeling that the
outside world is encroaching on Thousand Oaks. Mike Rowan, a former corrections officer who teaches gun
handling courses at nearby Trigger Burst Training Center, said he fielded calls all Thursday from potential
clients motivated to get gun permits following the bar shooting. Some of his teaching focuses on fending off
an active shooter, and Rowan said he expected an uptick in business similar to the one he experienced after the
Las Vegas concert massacre last year. They pull up to his range in Priuses and Teslas and never tell their
friends they own a gun. Simone, who drove with his neighbor to VC Defense following the shooting, would
have previously counted himself among the anti-gun crowd. He used to believe that the danger of having a gun
in his home with his son outweighed any protective value, but the shooting shifted his thinking. His neighbor
Molly was less equivocal. She was ready to buy one herself. Simone used himself as an example. He said he
has recently sought counseling following the deaths of several loved ones, but has been stymied in receiving
help by delays and bureaucracy. But I empathize with them. He had been awoken by gunshots and then
evacuated from school following a gun threat there, while just northward huge smoke clouds billowed from a
raging brush fire in the hills. He chimed in with his opinion on gun control.
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Most of her family members called her May. Her father, John Shirley, prospered raising wheat, corn, hogs and
horses, though he was considered to be the " black sheep " of a well-to-do Virginia family which had moved
west to Indiana, where he married and divorced twice. According to legend, it was at Scyene that the Shirleys
became associated with a number of Missouri-born criminals, including Jesse James and the Youngers. In fact,
she knew the Younger brothers and the James boys because she had grown up with them in Missouri. Her
brother, John A. Bud Shirley was killed in in Sarcoxie, Missouri , while he and another scout were eating at
the home of a Confederate sympathizer. Union troops surrounded the house and when Bud attempted to
escape, he was shot and killed. Two years later, she gave birth to her first child, Rosie Lee nicknamed Pearl.
Belle always harbored a strong sense of style, which would feed into her later legend. A crack shot, she used
to ride sidesaddle while dressed in a black velvet riding habit and a plumed hat, carrying two pistols, with
cartridge belts across her hips. Later returning to Texas, Jim Reed was involved with several criminal gangs.
In April , despite a lack of any evidence, a warrant was issued for her arrest for a stagecoach robbery by her
husband and others. Jim Reed was killed in August of that year in Paris, Texas , where he had settled down
with his family. There, she learned ways of organizing, planning and fencing for the rustlers, horse thieves and
bootleggers, as well as harboring them from the law. She was found guilty and served nine months at the
Detroit House of Corrections in Detroit, Michigan. Belle proved to be a model prisoner and during her time in
jail she won the respect of the prison matron, while Sam was more incorrigible and was assigned to hard labor.
In , she escaped conviction on another theft charge, but on December 17, Sam Starr was involved in a gunfight
with Officer Frank West. For the last two-plus years of her life, gossips and scandal sheets linked her to a
series of men with colorful names, including Jack Spaniard, Jim French and Blue Duck , after which, in order
to keep her residence on Indian land, she married a relative of Sam Starr, Jim July Starr, who was some 15
years younger than she was. On February 3, , two days before her 41st birthday, she was killed. After she fell
off her horse, she was shot again to make sure she was dead. Her death resulted from shotgun wounds to the
back and neck and in the shoulder and face. Legend says she was shot with her own double barrel shotgun.
She had been attending a dance. Frank Eaton had been the last person to dance with Belle Starr when Edgar
Watson, clearly intoxicated had asked to dance with her. When Belle Starr declined, he later followed her.
When on the way home, she stopped to give her horse a drink at a creek, he shot and killed her. According to
Frank Eaton, Watson was tried, convicted and executed by hanging for the murder. Suspects with apparent
motive included her new husband and both of her children, as well as Edgar J. Watson , one of her
sharecroppers , because he was afraid she was going to turn him in to the authorities as an escaped murderer
from Florida with a price on his head. Watson, who was killed in , was tried for her murder, but was acquitted,
and the ambush has entered Western lore as " unsolved ". One source suggests her son, whom she had
allegedly beaten for mistreating her horse, may have been her killer. Fox made her name famous with his
novel Bella Starr, the Bandit Queen, or the Female Jesse James, published in the year of her murder. This
novel is still often cited as a historical reference. It was the first of many popular stories that used her name.
Judge Parker sent him to prison in Columbus, Ohio. She did eventually obtain a presidential pardon in
Ironically, Eddie became a deputy in Fort Smith and [8] killed two outlaw brothers named Crittenden in , [9]
[10] and was himself killed in a saloon in Claremore, Oklahoma on December 14, Appearances in the arts[
edit ] Belle Star, "A Wild Western Amazon", as depicted in the National Police Gazette This article appears to
contain trivial, minor, or unrelated references to popular culture. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. August This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by
adding citations to reliable sources. August Movies and television series[ edit ] She was portrayed by Betty
Compson in a silent film Court Martial. Gene Tierney played the title role in the big-budget film Belle Starr
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In this episode, Starr calls herself "Mrs. District Judge Isaac Parker of Fort Smith, Arkansas , and the episode
makes mention of him sentencing Starr to a comparatively short prison term in a correctional facility at
Detroit.
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Beschreibung bei Amazon From the description by the author, the Floating Outfit is a group of cowboys who
travel in the vast open areas of the ranchland handling the problems that arise far from the main house. The
cowhands work for the OD Connected Ranch and travel wide and far righting wrongs and punching cows in
the old west. Various publishers have published several titles of Floating Outfit Series by J. Most of the scenes
featured are adventurous but also they also showcase much of the historical details of the Old West. He is
described to be short in stature but adamant for his height. He is pretty fast especially with his pair of guns,
and he is considered to be the fastest slinger in Texas. He quickly adapts to his inborn during stressful
situations whether as a lawman, head of cattle drive, and cavalry commander, a spy or a wagon trainer. He is a
shrewd mystery solver, and this is a skill acquired from the several numbers of teachers that taught him. He is
also well versed in Karate and Judo skills through training by his friend Tommy Okasi. Mark Counter In many
of the Floating Outfit stories, Mark assumes right-hand man roles while in a few others such as Rangeland
Hercules he is featured as the main protagonist. He is taller and relatively heavier than Dusty, but they are both
of equal strength, even though Dusty is much stronger when compared pound for pound. He lacks martial
skills possessed by Dusty even though he acquires Boxing training from Sailor Sam, his trainer who once
served as his Dads cook. He is fast with his two Calvary pacemakers as is Dusty and he is a better cattleman
than Dusty. He is also a professional lawman and most of the occasions he is seen acting as Dusty deputy.
Most people often mistook him with Dusty due to his due to his strong reputation and this help Dusty to
remain incognito for some period. Mark is also an exceptional horseman and most of the time is seen riding a
blood bay stallion throughout his entire career as one of the Floating Outfit members. His handsome nature
makes him win the hearts of many women. However, he is principled to mingling with the single ladies and
keeps off from married women. The Ysabel Kid Kid is the third member of the floating outfit; he was raised as
one of the members of his grandfather Dog Soldier. Subsequently received his training as Comanche until his
adolescence and because of this he is almost a full equal Indian due to his skills such as tracking and stealth
and speaking several of the Indian languages and communication using sign language and is an expert horse
trainer and rider. Blackie is exceptionally trained and on most occasions able to warn his master from
attackers, he also possesses unmatched speed and endurance and readily attacks on command of his master
and only a few can associate with him. Kid rarely uses his revolver during most fights, but only uses his single
Dragon Colt but relatively slow especially when compared to the fast gun holders of the Wild West. However,
he likes his revolver for its lethal hitting power which either maims or instantaneously kills on impact. At
close range, he is a best with his bowie knife, and at longer ranges, he is second to none with his rifle. They
thought they were smart but in real were evil and vicious like a rattlesnake and laughed at the law. They too
laughed when they first met Colin Farquharson for they had never seen a kilted man before. They questioned
amongst themselves whether the Scottish man was an indeed a man or a woman. A few moments later, Adan
Flores, one of the gang members, is found dead even though he had previously escaped his retribution. The
killing sparks a war between the gangs, and from there on, the gang only have one intention on their mind- to
kill Collin Farquharson. It is during this daring moment when the Floating Outfit the men tasked in restoring
order in the Wild West comes in to help save the Scot man and restore justice and peace of the Wild West. It
details about a man named Charles Goodnight who had an idea about feeding the beef-hungry eastern
residents with cattle and also save the economy of the torn Texas. Unfortunately, the yellow-bellied Yankee
gang had a different dream far much from that of Charles Goodnight. They had plans to stop him from feeding
the easterners and saving the Texas economy. Noticing that his mission and dream would certainly fail,
Charles seeks help from Dust and Kid, the members of the Floating Outfit. In fact, he did not have to ask for
help because if his dream was for the good of Texas, then Floating Outfit involvement in some shootout in
attempts to help humanity was worth. This is one of the finest novels of the Floating Outfit series by J. T
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Edson, the plot is well written featuring several mini-scenes, and the lovers of adventure and action based
stories will find this series a good match. Jack Reacher is back! Family secrets come back to haunt Reacher
when he decides to visit the town his father was born in. Because when he visits there he finds out no-one with
the last name of Reacher has ever lived there. It leaves him wondering - did his father ever live there?
Recommendations Every 2 weeks we send out an e-mail with Book Recommendations. Insert your e-mail
below to start getting these recommendations. If you see one missing just send me an e-mail below. Featured
Author Our author of the month is Canadian author Opal Carew who writes erotic romance novels. Opal has
written over novels with multiple book series such as the Dirty Talk series and the Abducted series. He
graduated in the year of and then later spent numerous years trying to get himself established as a singer cum
songwriter and pianist, but unfortunately was met with very minimal success.
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His style[ edit ] J. A variety of real Wyatt Earp and fictional Matt Dillon characters pop up in every series. The
huge procession of characters from book to book ensured that the first few pages of an Edson book always
ended up looking alike, with descriptions of a small, insignificant looking Dusty Fog, who suddenly appeared
to become a giant when villains he faced down felt the full force of his personality, the tall and Greek-god
handsome Mark Counter, the baby faced but highly dangerous, black dressed, rifle and bowie knife toting
Ysabel Kid, and various other characters. Western critic Ray Merlock has lauded Edson for his
characterisation of these three heroes. Belle Starr, page His villains are stereotyped , his plots usually familiar,
but his emphasis on his three, rather pleasant leading characters is the basis for his understandable popularity".
Short [6] but strongly built for his height, Dusty is exceptionally fast with his twin Colts and commonly
considered the fastest gun in Texas, a skilled rifle shot though usually preferring a Winchester carbine as being
more suited to his small stature, and unequalled in hand-to-hand combat either unarmed or with a sabre. Dusty
adapts his talents to the situation whether as head of a cattle drive e. Although well able to fight in the normal
manner for a Western saloon brawl, Dusty is extensively trained in judo and karate by Tommy Okasi. Dusty is
a capable cattleman and knows few equals as a horseman, successfully breaking and later using as his regular
mount a paint stallion that crippled Ole Devil when he tried to ride it. In the earlier part of his career Dusty
uses twin Model Army Colts but acquires a pair of Civilian Model P Colts in The Peacemakers, finding them
much to his liking and conferring a slight improvement in his draw speed and marksmanship. Much taller and
heavier than Dusty about six feet three inches and pounds , Mark is seldom acknowledged as even having an
equal for size and strength, although Dusty may be slightly stronger pound for pound. Mark is almost as fast
with his Colts as is Dusty, preferring Cavalry Peacemakers when these become available as replacements for
his earlier Army Colts. Since Mark is tall, strong and handsome and a leader of Confederate Army fashions
during the Civil War Mark is often mistaken for Dusty by those who know the latter only by his very strong
reputation, which confusion the Floating Outfit occasionally use to their advantage when it helps for Dusty to
remain incognito for a while. Also an exceptional horseman, Mark rides a "huge" bloodbay stallion throughout
his career with the Floating Outfit. The Ysabel Kid[ edit ] Lon Loncey Dalton Ysabel; also "Cuchilo", the
Knife, among the Comanche; or "Cabrito", literally "little he-goat" and hence a synonym for one meaning of
the English word "Kid", to Spanish-speakers is the third member of the principal triumvirate of the Floating
Outfit stories. Because of this he is fully the equal of any full-blood Indian in skills such as stealth and
tracking, speaks several Indian languages and can communicate in sign language, and is an expert horse-rider
and trainer. His personal mount is an exceptionally fierce white stallion named, with deliberate irony , "
Nigger " "Blackie" in some editions which he trained as a boy. Nigger is unusually well trained, able to warn
his master of ambushers, unmatched in speed and endurance, and a proven man-killer that will attack on
command. Less of a revolver-fighter than most of the Floating Outfit, the Kid uses a single Dragoon Colt with
some skill but would only be considered fast by those unused to the West; however, he is fond of his
obsolescent revolver for its brutal hitting power and when he does shoot someone with it they are usually
killed or maimed by a single hit. At close quarters the Kid is second to none with a Bowie knife and at longer
ranges he is a phenomenal rifle shot. When encountered in The Ysabel Kid, Loncey is using a carbine-stocked
Dragoon Colt faut de mieux as a long gun, his muzzle-loading rifle having recently been destroyed, but later in
the story he acquires a brass-framed "Yellow Boy" Winchester with which he rapidly becomes expert. When
this weapon too is destroyed some years later, in Gun Wizard, the Kid succeeds in winning a "One of a
Thousand" Winchester which he finds a still superior weapon. Rarely, the Kid yields the palm to a specialised
sharpshooter with a target-sighted rifle Wagons to Backsight , but otherwise he is as famous for his skill with a
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rifle as Dusty is with a Colt. Waco[ edit ] Waco birth name unknown; so named because as an infant he
survived a Waco Indian massacre becomes the fourth regular member of the Floating Outfit when he
encounters Dusty Fog as an angry young man. Waco almost at once picks a second fight with Mark, which is
interrupted when the herd Waco is helping to drive stampedes. Waco then redeems himself in the eyes of
Dusty and Mark when he mercy-kills his injured horse rather than let it be trampled by the cattle, gravely
risking his own life to do it, and is successfully rescued by Dusty. Owing Dusty his life, Waco soon tries to
repay the favour when the Floating Outfit are ambushed, though as it turns out Dusty and Waco each save the
other. From then on Waco idolises Dusty and eagerly joins him when his employer, Clay Allison , offers him
the chance, knowing that he himself is a poor role-model for the young man. Over time he learns law work
from Dusty, brawling from Mark whom he grows to almost match in stature, and tracking from the Kid. He is
nearly the equal of his illustrious teachers in each respect, as well as learning about crooked gambling from
Frank Derringer. Doc Leroy[ edit ] Doc Marvin Elldridge Leroy is so known because he was a medical student
before family concerns forced him to abandon his studies and earn his living as a cowhand. He is able and
willing to put his medical knowledge to good use on the trail, delivering several babies, treating gunshot and
other wounds, setting bones, and on one occasion "Statute of Limitations" in Sagebrush Sleuth caring for a
small mining town that has fallen victim to typhoid. Although it is widely reputed that Leroy once performed
an emergency appendectomy with a Bowie knife, Doc Leroy M. During his early career as a cowhand Leroy
rode with the Wedge, a contract trail-driving crew led by Stone Hart, but he later transfers to the O. Leroy later
joins Waco in serving as an Arizona Ranger before finally receiving the chance to finish qualifying for his
medical degree. Red Blaze[ edit ] Red is so named for the colour of his hair, and even Ole Devil Hardin
typically refers to him by that nickname. After the War he becomes a member of the O. Connected ranch crew
and an occasional member of the Floating Outfit. Red is noted for his temper and hot-headedness but when
given independent responsibility adopts a more serious and thoughtful approach. A competent cowhand who
rides a claybank stallion, Red enjoys a fair fight with bare hands and has more skill than most having been
trained by Mark Counter. Red meets Sue Ortega during the events of Wagons to Backsight and is about to
marry her at the end of the book. After the War Hardin returned to his "O. He continued to rule the O.
Connected with a stern but fair hand, relying on the Floating Outfit to carry out his wishes and often sending
them to the aid of friends or relatives who had need of their talents. Although formerly having been in arms
against Mexico, Hardin retains many important friends south of the border, including even one Don Ruiz
Villaneuva, in The Peacemakers who fought on the Mexican side at the siege of the Alamo. His eventual death
is reported at the conclusion of Doc Leroy M. An exiled samurai who has fled Japan over some unexplained
disagreement with a powerful shogun, Tommy is a master of typical samurai weapons such as sword and bow
his sword is stated to be a tachi rather than a katana although the former type of sword had not been made
since the s European calendar as well as ju-jitsu and karate. Tommy serves Ole Devil loyally and well, settling
generally peacefully into American society although having to correct some individuals who take him for a
meek Chinese immigrant who can be bullied with impunity. When in company with the young Ole Devil,
Tommy shows a quirky sense of humour that lends itself to "Confucius Say Tommy teaches ju-jitsu and karate
to both Dusty Fog and Betty Hardin, allowing them both a useful edge over much larger and stronger men for
their own safety. Calamity Jane[ edit ] Calamity Martha Jane Canary is acknowledged by the author not to be
the historical character of that name. Initially she made herself useful by stepping in for their drunken cook,
but soon learned how to manage a team of heavy horses, fight with a whip, and shoot competently with either
a. She has several adventures of her own in addition to intermittently associating with the Floating Outfit.
While enjoying an on-off physical relationship with Mark Counter, it is mutually understood that they are only
what a later century would call " Friends with benefits ", and she enjoys other male company routinely,
including on one occasion the Ysabel Kid in White Stallion, Red Mare. In addition to her freight-driving
skills, Calamity is a tough fist-fighter who is almost never beaten by a woman â€” not even a trained
prize-fighter billed as the World Champion â€” and makes good use of Indian-style medicine learned from a
Pawnee wise-woman including an effective contraceptive method also known by Belle Starr, mentioned in
Guns in the Night. Although hot-headed and prone to both speak and act without thinking, Calamity is brave
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and determined, and regarded with affection by the Floating Outfit even as they wait for the trouble to start.
Although a good-looking, well-educated and gently-bred Southern girl, Betty possesses a strong streak of
independence and has both the inclination and the aptitude to hunt stock-killing cougar backed only by a team
of her own hounds. On another occasion, Betty successfully cows an inexperienced outlaw gang by sheer
force of personality, such that by the time she is rescued her kidnappers are willing to admit that they would
likely have ended up paying Ole Devil Hardin to take her back. Also in Rio Hondo War, Betty rescues Johnny
Raybold from a murderous ambush, and the two soon become attracted to each other, not least over a shared
interest in hunting; by the end of the story, Ole Devil has granted permission for the two to marry. Female
fight fetish[ edit ] This article may contain indiscriminate , excessive , or irrelevant examples. Please improve
the article by adding more descriptive text and removing less pertinent examples. September Almost all J.
Edson books contained female fights. They are usually rough, well-described catfights between equally-tough
women. For example, in "The Wildcats", we read: If in doing this Calamity could also embroil the rest of the
saloon in a general free-for-all it made her day and she enjoyed it to the full. Like some men would ride out of
their way to meet a fast gun and pick a fight with him, so Calamity Jane sought out, to try conclusions with,
any tough woman she heard about. Calamity felt some pride in her toughness and the notoriety it brought her
way. She laid claim to the same talents as legend had it Madam Bulldog showed, so what would be more
natural but that Calamity would ride over to Tennyson and see who was the better woman. Here is a partial
list: Their rivalry goes back to childhood. They finally agree to fight topless. Lily locks the door and they have
a sexy, long battle. Calamity almost twenty minutes to subdue Ella, and she is on the verge of defeat. They are
rival saloonkeepers. Madame Bulldog teach Viola who is the new boss, and professional gamblers Poker Alice
vs Madam Moustache fight about the best table to play poker. In the middle of it, the two combatants break
off, stagger to the bar, down a drink, and then start waling on each other again. The third fight is between
Cattle Annie and Little Britches, which starts in a cabin and ends up out doors. Most of the "expansions" do
not just add features to the original story but actually change the original story. Edson explains it thus:
Furthermore, we are instructed to always include sufficient inconsistencies to ensure that neither can happen
inadvertently". JT would have us believe that people of the status of Ole Devil Hardin or Dusty Fog could
have existed in the West without being recorded in formal history. The most striking inconsistency surrounds
Dusty Fog and Freddie Woods. They meet subsequently from time-to-time e. Notwithstanding these
previously published books, it turns out in Decision for Dusty Fog published in that Dusty and Freddie were
actually married in Mulrooney when Dusty was marshal, a few weeks after they first met. His inconsistencies
were a challenge for his dedicated fans. His plots became simpler e. In many cases, a fight scene that would
have lasted 10 seconds ran over many pages. To illustrate the point, he began revising, changing and
expanding previously published short stories and publishing them as full novels sometimes 2 novels: Despite
selling over 27 million books globally and producing over books, his books fell out of favour with UK
publishers and from the s were only published in the USA. However, he also wrote and published the first
three in a quartet of new books designed to fill in what happened to Dusty Fog, Mark Counter and Lon Ysabel
as they made their way home to the OD Connected after the events of the Floating Outfit title Return to
Backsight which Edson used as a springboard to launch his Waco series: The final book in the quartet,
Arizona Takeover, was apparently not published. Whether it was completely unwritten or prepared in
manuscript form is unknown. Title changes were as follows: J T Edson had had books published and had sold
over 27 million copies globally. J T Edson has at least one complete, unpublished novel, Amazons of
Zillikian, which was 5 in the Bunduki series, but which remained unpublished due to his disillusion with the
intransigence of the Edgar Rice Burroughs estate, as mentioned by Laurence Dunn in his online article.
Moreover, Dusty Fog himself speaks disparagingly of the Klan [13] and plainly has no affection for it. The
same novel also portrays the outlaw and gunfighter John Wesley Hardin as a wrongly accused hero, and his
killing of a black man is presented as self-defence.
Chapter 8 : Guns In The Night (Floating Outfit, #66) by J.T. Edson
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It is during this daring moment when the Floating Outfit the men tasked in restoring order in the Wild West comes in to
help save the Scot man and restore justice and peace of the Wild West. Goodnights Dream Goodnights dream is one of
the novels in the Floating Outfit series by J.T Edson.
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